
CHAPTER 14 

Stylistic elements 

"How do you tell stories? With passion." 
-DAVID ARMSTRONG, Managing by Storying An,u11d 

N OTHING WILL MAKE an audience of businesspeople roll their 
eyes and disengage faster than overly descriptive language typical of a 
nineteenth-century romance novel : "!twas August in Dubai, and the swel
tering mid-day heat dripped off the rooftops like hot wax down a candle. The 
air was oppressive and almost as thick as the despair of the local people . .. . " 

T he same prose they might be eager tO read at 9 P.M. while curled 
up in their favorite reading chair will not be welcomed at 9 A.M . in a con
ference room, or when reading an e-mail or a memo. "Oh, puh-lease! 
Just get to the point!" they'll think, or maybe even say. 

T hat doesn't mean busy executives can't be engaged with a story. T he 
entire premise of this book is that they can. But what engages them at 
work is different from what might engage them in light pleasure reading. 
-what works in the office is plain, simple, and direct language that lets the 
wisdom of the story shine, not the literary skills of the storyteller. We'll 
spend a good deal of th.is chapter defining what business-appropriate writ
ing style is. I'll also share a few key li terary devices proven to turn ,a good 
story into a great story. But let's start at the beginning-Jitera lly. 

Great beginnings 
How should you begin your story? As the quip about nineteenth-centwy 
prose suggests, the answer is not with a string of colorful adjectives and 
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adverbia l phrases. Instead, there are th ree options to get the attention of 
a business audience ea rly in a story. The first is the element of surprise. 
You'll learn about that in cha pter 19 so I won't repeat those lessons here. 

The second method is to create a mystery. Mysteries are hjghJy en
gaging story lines. Listeners stay engaged because they \vant to solve 
them. For example, in the chapter 5 story about the diaper business, the 
mystery was posed ea rly about the strange relationship between sa les and 
profits, and why it suddenly changed in 1983. T he mystery wasn't solved 
until much later in the story. In chapter 2 you read a folkta le about a 
woman who came across a constrnction site and wondered what they 
were building. As the reader, you surely wondered what they were build
ing as well. Bue li ke the woman, you didn't get to find out until aJmost 
all the way through the story. Mysteries make a great beginning to great 
stories. Open with a question important to the story line, and leave it 
open as long as possible. 

The third method is the most powerful one of all , and also the sim
plest. You've seen many examples of it in this book already. T he best way 
to get the attention of a business audience is to quickly introduce a main 
character they can relate to, and put the character in a cha llenging situ
ation or predicament. It's really nothing more than the context you 
learned in chapter 7. Introduce the relevant hero (Subject), Treasure, and 
Obstacle, but do so quickly with little or nothing else prior. 

For exa mple, tl1e opening story in chapter I wmed with the state
ment tl1at in my first presentation ro the CEO, [ learned a va luable lesson 
about how 11ot to do it properly. Almost every busi nessperson either al
ready does make presentations to tl1e CEO or hopes to someday. So the 
main character in this story is highly relat,ible. T he chall enging situation 
is tha t I obviously made a mistake the aud ience can lea rn from without 
having to make tl1e same embarrassing mistake tl1emselves. 

In chapter 10 you read the story of the consu ltant, Tom. In tl1e very 
first sentence, you learned that his client wanted to cancel his retainer
in other words, to fire him. There's probably no more common fear in 
the working world than the fear of getting fired . Everyone can relate t0 

that. In each case, the staries started with a m,1in character relatable to 
just about any busi nessperson, and a pred icament they might typically 
face and hope to na vigate successfully. When opened this way, Lsteners 
are eager to hear the rest of the story in hopes they'll lea rn how to suc
ceed in the situation next time they Face it. So tl1ey listen-intently. 

In each story you craft, use at least one of these ,mention-grabbing tools. 
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Writing style 
Ironically, even the ideas of gifted speakers can miraculously a·ansform 
into a complex swamp of words when they commit their idea to writing. 
There's something about the formality of writing that makes us want to 
fluff up our communication. We're under the misconception that long, 
elaborate sentences full of big words are more professional. They're not. 
The result is something like the following paragraph, originally written 
to describe the accomplishments of two managers accepting an award for 
exemplary performance. (I'm not making this up.) 

"Ashley and Dana's business model portfolio reinvention that drove 
a fewer-bigger-better-balanced-integrated strategy with boutiqued, op
timally supported new launches balanced with increc1sed commercial ini
tiative and base business activity led to maximizing category incremental 
sales and return on investment. This reinvented portfolio strategy ad
dressed opportunities such as IO+ new initiatives per year with subopti
mal support, few restages, no year two sustaining media, and no base 
business support. As a result, 2007 initiative bundle sales were up 29 per
cent, profits were up 109 percent, all with fewer initiatives." 

You've seen this kind of writing before, and maybe even written 
something like it a time or two. It makes complete sense to the author 
when writing it. But the reader has to read it several times to understand. 
That's not effective communication. And can you imagine ever saying 
those words to another person face-to-face? Of course not. Your listener 
wouldn't let you get away with it. You might be accused of being crazy, 
or a corporate automaton at best. That realization leads directly to the 
single most effective piece of advice to fix this sort of fluff: Write the wny 
you speak. 

Sure, that's a bit of a simplification. But as a solitary guideline to bet
ter writing, it can't be beat. Better to be too simple and informal than 
too complex and formal. To illustrate that advice, below is a translation 
of the fluff into readable English. · 

"Historically, we've launched 10 to 20 new products a year. Most had 
too little marketing support, and even less support in yea r two. Everyone 
thought new items kept the category growing. So we launched a lot of 
them-more than we could afford to support. And we neglected our base 
business entirely. But Ashley and Dana convinced management to try a 
new business model. They suggested bigger initiatives, but fewer of them; 
more marketing support for each, even in year two; and restages of the 
base business to keep the parent brand growing as well. And it worked-
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amazingly well! Sales in 2007 were up almost 30 percent and profits dou
bled, all with fewer initiatives. Congratulations, Ashley and Dana!" 

Now do you have a better idea of what Ashley and Dana did to deserve 
their award? \Vhy did the second version make more sense than the orimnal? 
First, because I rewrote it in the proper story structure of context, action, ~-esutt. 
Note the first version stares out with the action-what Ashley and Dana did. 
"Ashley and Dana's business model portfolio reinvention ... " Then it gets 
~o ~e c~ntexc-what was_ going on before Ashley and Dana did anything. 
This remvenced portfolio strategy addressed opportunities such as ... " 

Lastly, it shares the results. 
My version starts by putting the context in its proper place-at the be

ginning. "Historica lly, we've launched 10 to 20 new products a year . ... " 
Then I get to Ashley and Dana's action. "But Ashley and Dana convinced 
management co oy a new business model. ... "Then it ends with the results. 

T he second thing I did was to write it as if it were a conversation I 
was having wit!, someone in person. It's what I would say to someone to 
explain very briefly what Ashley and Dana did to deserve the award. To 
understand that, let's have a look at the difference between tl1e way most 
people write and the way they speak. Specifically, I mean how people 
speak when they're speaking at their best. That is, in a relaxed, thoughtful 
conversation. Not a rushed, rambling monologue, or nervous patter rid
dled by "uhs" and "ers." Good spoken language uses these tactics: 

1. Sha11er sentences. The first "Ashley and Dana" paragraph averages 27 
words per sentence. The corrected ve rsion averages less thaJ1 13. 
:vlost experts recommend between 15 and 18 words per sentence for 
effective business writing. If your sentences are longer than chat, 
break them up into sm::i ller ones. As a benchmark, tl1is book averages 
15 .3 words per sentence. This paragraph has only 10.3 per sentence. 

2. Smaller words. For some reason we are less tempted co throw in 
impressive-sounding words when speaking than we are when writing. 
So for writing, you'll have to exercise more discipline to keep those 
high school SAT words from sneaking in. \Nords that draw attention 
to themselves-or to you as the storyteller-are a barrier to aood 
storytelling. They distract the reader's attention from the story~ Use 
mostly words with one or two syll ables. Words of three or more syl
lables should be no more than 15 percent of all words. The bad para
graph above has 21 "big words" out of 83, or 25 percent. The 
improved paragraph has only 9 percent big words. As political poll-
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ster Frank Luntz says, "Avoid words that might force someone to 
reach for the dictionary-because most Americans won't." 1 

3. Active voice. In conversation, you would never say, "The contract has 
been won by Newton Corp." You'd say, "Newton Corp. won the con
tract." But most people have no issue using that first sentence in writ
ing. The first sentence is in passive voice. The second is active. In 
active voice, the subject is doing the action. "Newton" is the subject 
of the second sentence, and "won" is the action. In passive voice, the 
subject receives the action. "The contract" is the subject of the pas
sive sentence, and the action of "being won" is happening to it. 

Passive voice makes your writing sound pretentious and unnat
ural. For example, in the fo llowing sentence there are th ree passive 
phrases. "It did not go unnoticed by the board that the recommen
dation lacked top management support, and therefore, their approval 
was withheld." Compare that to the same sentence converted to ac
tive voice. "The board noticed top management didn't support the 
recommendation, so they rejected it." The active voice sentence is 
more direct and natural and communicated the same message w1th 
38 percent fewer words. Ninety percent or more of your sentences 
should be in active voice. This book is 95 percent active voice. 

.+. Getting to the verb quickly. Go back and read the first sentence in the 
bad "Ashley and Dana" paragraph. You have to read a jaw-dropping 32 
words into that sentence before you get to the verb! One reason it's so 
cmnbersome is that you have to keep the 31 words prior to that in short
term memory waiting to find out what's happening to them. Cornp~re 
it to the first sentence in the improved paragraph. The verb is the sec
ond word . In fact, the first tltree sentences have the verb as the second 
or third word. If your verbs are trapped in the middle or end of your 
sentences, move them forward . Your audience will appreciate it. 

These guidelines aren't new. They're similar to those you'll find in 
classic writing guides I ike Stmuk & White's Elements of Style or Reader's 
Digest's vVrite Bette1; Speak Bettc1: So why repeat them here? Because not 
enough business leaders read those books-or perhaps haven't for two 
decades. E ither way, they need to be repeated. For those wanting a short, 
modern guide to writing style at work, I recommend The Language of Suc
cess by Tom Sant. 

Is there an easy way to know how readable your writing is without 
counting your words by hand? Yes! Some word-processi_ng programs can 
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compute your average sentence length and use of passive voice. More 
helpfu l, some compute standard readability scores on your documents. 
For example, Microsoft Word can calculate your Flesch-Kincaid Grade 
Level automatica ll y. (In Spelling and Grammar check options, select 
"Check grammar with spelling" and "Show readability statistics.'' After 
you run the Spelling and Grammar check, a window will pop up with the 
readability report. Warning: As of this writing, some versions of Mi
crosoft vVord have a defect in their F lesch-Kincaid Grade Level calcula
tion. Scores ahove 12 are not reported properly and simply read 12.0. If 
that's the case with yours, check the "Flesch Readability Ease" score in
stead. lt ranges from O [impossibly difficult to read] to 100 [very easy to 
read]. You'll want to score a 60 or higher.) The program counts to see 
how long your sentences are and how big the words are. Long, complex 
sentences with bigger words result in a higher "grade level." But unlike 
a school exam, a high score here isn't better. The score doesn't reflect 
the intelligence of the ideas, just the complexity of the writing style. So 
a high score doesn't mean you're smart. It means you're a bad writer. 

For comparison, articles in the vValJ Street Journal and the New }ork 
Times typically score between grade level 8 and l O on this scale. That's 
about right for impactfuJ, decisive business communication. Even popular 
fiction writers like John Grisham and Tom Clancy write around a 7 or 8 
on this sca le, wlLich is one reason their books are such good reads. The 
book you're reading right now scores grade level 8. 

Unfortunately, many businesspeople write at n 12 to 15 on this scale, 
wh ich is much too complex. You want your audience to read your writing 
easi ly and enjoyably. It shouldn't be a chore. Save their brainpower to 

think about the meaning and impact of your idea. Don't make them waste 
it trying tO interpret your syntax and grammar. As an example, the bad 
paragraph about Ash ley and Dana scores a grade level of 2 l. The im
proved version scores at a grade level of8. L1 general, writing that scores 
above J 5 is unreadable in the first pass. Anything over 20 will be judged 
either offensively pompous, or a rambling, mn-on mess. Both are likely 
to be abandoned before completion. 

For those of you who don't have access to a program that calculates 
these readability scores, there's a simple method developed by an orga
nization famous for cre.1ting great leaders-the U.S. Army. In the pam
phlet Effective Writing for / l1wy Leaden, it defines a writing "clarity index" 
as follows. Calculate the average number of words per sentence. The tar
get should be around 15. Then calculate the percentage of words that 
are three or more syllables. The target should be 15 percent. Add those 
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two numbers together for the clarity index. Ideal is around 30. Below 20, 
and the army considers the writing coo abrupt. Over 40 it considers dif
ficult to understand. 

A final piece of advice that's not typical of spoken language is to be 
concise. Said most succinctly by Stnmk & White, whenever possible "omit 
needless words. "2 That means never use a sentence when a simple phrase 
will do. Never use a phrase when a single word will do. 

My favorite illustration of that involved one of my college room
mates, Ed Tanguay. He burst into laughter the first time he listened to a 
local radio station in our small college town. Hearing only the weather 
report, I asked him what he found so funny. 

Ed replied, "Did you hear the way that guy announced the temper
ature? He said, 'The current temperature reading at the station here in 
downtown Conway is 65 degrees.' The guys at the big stations back in 
Denver report the weather, too. But they would have just said, 'It's 65 
degrees,' and then got back to playing music.'' In other words, the big
city radio host would have replaced 12 words with 1 word: It's. Think 
about it. Why would you need to say, "The current temperature reading 
. . . ?" Would the listening audience be confused and think you're talking 
about the temperature yesterday? And why, "at the station here in down
town Conway"' The station had a broadcast radius of about five miles. 
T here couldn 't be much fluctuation from one side of town to the other. 
None of that was necessary. It's 65 degrees. That's it. 

French writer and poet Antoine de Sa int-£xupe1y once observed, "A 
designer knows he has achieved perfection not when there is nothing left 
to add, but when there is nothing left co take away."3 Think about your 
writing the same way. Strip parts of it away one at a time. \Nhen you ca11't 
take out anything else without making it unrecognizable, you're done. 
This traditiona l Indian fo lktale, as recounted by Ga rr Reynolds in Pre
sentationZen,4 is a good illustration. 

-wl1en Vijay opened his store, he put up a sign that sa id: "We Sell 
Fresh Fish Here." His father stopped by and said that the word we sug
gested an emphasis on the seller rather than the customer, and was really 
not needed. So the sign was changed to "Fresh Fish Sold Here." 

His brother came by and suggested that the word here could be clone 
a·way with . It was superfluous . Vijay agreed and changed the sign to 
"Fresh Fish Sold." 
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Next, hjs sister came along and said the sign should just say "Fresh 
Fish." Clearly, it's being sold; what else could you be doing? 

Later, his neighbor stopped by to congratulate him. Then he men
tioned that all passersby could easily tell that the fish was reaJ!y fresh. Men
tioning the word fresh actually made it sound defensive as though there 
were room for doubt about the freshness. Now the sign just read "Fish.'' 

As Vijay was walking back to his shop after a break he noticed that one 
could identify the fish from its smell from very far, at a distance from which 
one couJ.d barely read the sign. He knew there was no need for the word fish. 

As with most things in life, "all things in moderation" is probably 
good advice. One could argue whether or not Vi.jay should have gone all 
the way to having no sign at all. As Einstein is often quoted as saying, 
"Make everything as simple as possible, but no simpler." Following both 
the admonitions from de Saint-Exllpery and E instein, Vijay might have 
stopped with "Fresh Fish." Anything more is not simple enollgh. Any
thing less changes the core of the message. Ruthlessly take things away 
from your message. But know when to stop . 

* * * 

T he other benefit of being concise is that it makes it easier to explain 
yom idea in a short amount of time. It's an often-observed fact that the 
more senior the manager, the shorter the attention span. It's not that se
nior executives are less inte lli gent than the rest of us. They're just busier. 
A Fortune 50 company recently hired a new CEO. In his first week, he 
offered many of the vice presidents an opportunity to meet with him one
on-one to share the most im portant things they were working on in their 
departmen ts. They started putting together presentations to highlight 
all their fabulous projects and ideas. They were assuming they'd have at 
least the standard one-hour meeting to get through it all, but were hop
ing they'd get more time if the CEO was particularly interested in tl1e 
content. After all , how can you possibly show off a whole department's 
worth of work in any less time than that' 

Most were shocked when the CEO's adminiso·ator called to schedule 
the meetings ,incl offered them a maximum of 15 minutes each! 

Storytelling shouldn't take a long time. Most of the stories in this book 
can be told verbally in two to four minutes. Some take less than one minute. 
As a rule of thumb, a comfortable speaking pace is about J 50 to 180 words 
per minute. So a 500-worcl story wlll t1ke about three minutes to tell. 
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Literary devices 
Dialogue is the single most engaging li terary device you can put in a story. 
It has benefits for the story, and the storyteller. First, it signals the audi
ence that this is a sto1y, not a lecture. It's the most natural way humans 
tell stories, even from a young ,1ge. Listen to a kindergartener at the end 
of the day talk about wh,it happened at school, and you're likely to he,1r, 
"Johnny said ... and then Jane said ... and then the teacher said . . .'' 

Second, it turns a dry ,iccount of the facts into ,1 staty about the im
pact the facts had on real people. People say what they think and feel. 
vVhen you quote people in stories, you'll be sharing what they thirtk and 
feel. As a result, dialogue delivers the emotional content in your stories. 

Third, dialogue grabs the listener's attention. There's someth ing that 
happens in that brief pause after you say, "And then my boss said ... " that 
focuses the listener's attention with anticipation of wh,1t~5 coming next. 

Lastly, it makes it easy to craft the sto1y If you rely on what was said by 
the people involved, you'll need to create less of your own historical account. 

Let's look at a new stoiy as an example. Ti1is sto1y foJ lows the one in 
chapter l 2 about Sam Mathew, then-CFO of Dun & Bradsu-eet. 

Getting D&B's books restated in six weeks left Sara feeling the high 
of success still early in her tenure as CFO. But that high was short- lived . 
Once a year, everyone at O&B completes an employee satisfaction survey. 
Sara had just gotten the results for her department. They were :1mong 
the \.vorst in the company. Her organization was sending her a clear mes
sage about how she had gotten the restatement done . The long hours 
and unyielding focus had taken its toll. Quickly, she was back in the 
CEO's office, and he was not happy. His opening line was, "You're not 
leading well, Sam." 

Of course Sara was disappointed in the survey results. But in the light 
of what happened with the resrntement, it seemed inevitable to her. She 
assumed the end result justified the means it took to get there. Her re
sponse reflected this belief. "You 11eed to make a choice," she said. 
1'\tVhich do you wane-great results, or happy people?" 

The CEO's simple, but profow1d response was, "Great leaders do botl1." 
Those words hit Sara like n freight m1in. It forced her to reAect on 

her own methods and the impact she can h,we on others in her urgency 
to deliver. Like most people, she was aware of her own foibles. She was a 
strong strategic thinker, and a natural problem solver. But she was also a 
terrible listener. She was <lirect-to the point of being blunt. She was 
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tough, demanding, and played to win. If you were on the other side of the 
table from her, it could be intimidating. But she had asswned that was just 
part of who she was and a requisite part of how she got things done. 

Her boss convinced her otherwise. She decided to have several 
round-table discussions with her employees to gather direct feedback on 
the shortcomings of her leadership style. It was a painful, humbling 
process. But she didn't just gather the feedback. She actually accepted it 
and acted on it. Two years later, her employee satisfaction scores were 
among the best anywhere. 

Sara shares this story today to teach the va lue of being a learning 
leader. Even bosses need to continually learn, whed1er d1ey are the CFO, 
CEO, or chairman of the board-all roles Sara has held. If she hadn't 
learned the hard lesson she did as CFO, she would have never been given 
the chance to have the second two. 

How would that story have sounded without dialogue? Imagine the 
first paragraph dosed by sayi ng that "the CEO ca lled her into his office 
to express his displeasure \oVith her employee survey scores." That's not 
nearly as engaging as hearing ltim say, "You're not leading well, Sara." 
You can put yourself into her shoes when you hear her boss telling her 
she isn't doing her job well. Without the dialogue, it's more removed and 
impersonal. 

Simi lar with her response: ic\Nh ich do you want-great results or 
happy people?'' That's a very bold question to ask the CEO. It's clear 
from the dialogue Sara disagreed and was standing her ground. That's 
more effective than writing, "Sara believed happy people and gren resuJts 
weren't possible at the same time, so she stood her ground." 

Finally, the CEO's response was poetic in its simplicity: "Great lead
ers do both." Compare that to, "The CEO disagreed, and insisted Sara 
could do both if she tried." Ts there any doubt the dialogue made th.is 
story more engaging? 

* * * 

Another helpful device when you have a story about real people is to use 
their real names. Unless you have a reason to protect someone's anonymity, 
using a name makes your story more real, believable, and interesting. P lus, 
sometimes the people you'll be telling a story about "'rill be in d,e audience. 
People like hearing their names in stories. It's flattering. 

The last literary device worth mentioning is repetition, which can 
greatly enhance the effectiveness of a story. Consider the story of the 
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three men bujlding a cathedral in chapter 2. Each time the woman turns 
to one of the men to ask what he's doing, the story repeats almost d1e 
same language: " ... she asked one of them what he was doing ... asked 
the next man what he was doing ... asked d1e third what he was doing." 
It would have been simpler to just say, "She asked all iliree men what 
they were doing and their responses were: the first man said this .. . ilie 
second said .. . the third said ... " But the repetition helps build the ca
dence of the story and anticipation for the surprise ending. You'll see ilie 
same device used in ilie story of the three researchers in chapter 20. 

As any parent knows, repetition is comforting to chjldren in bedtime 
stories and nursery rhymes. AduJts appreciate it for similar reasons. Don't 
be afraid to use it. 

* * * 

The ftnal thoughts in this chapter involve the attitude of ilie storyteller. 
I've seen too many business managers, executives, and even trainers and 
keynote speakers lessen ilie effectiveness of d1eir stories by apologizing 
for them, or asking permission co tell them in the first place. You've 
probably heard someone say, "I hope you'll forgive me ifl tell a personal 
story .... "I've even seen a paid professional speaker ask several times in 
his speech, "Can I tell you a story?" and then proceed on ly after a few 
obligatory nods from the audience. 

That kind of language signals to the listener that you don't value the 
story as much as what you would have been saying otherwise. If that were 
true, you should skip ilie story and get on to the bullet points on slide 
number 72. Your story is a valuable gift to your audience. They're lucky 
you cook d1e time to craft it and share it so iliey can learn somed1ing im
portant in a way mey'II remember and perhaps even enjoy. Leaders do11't 
ask permission to lead. They just do it. Never apologize for or ask per
mission to tell a story. Deliver your story wid1 the confidence d1at your 
listeners will thank you for it later. 

1n fact, while you're not apologizing for or asking permission to teU 
a story, go one step further and don't even tell your audience you're about 
to tell iliem a story. Some people (including me) bristle when a speaker 
announces he's going to tell a story, and ilien tells it in ili1rd-person per
spective, constantly referring to "the story." It sounds something like this: 
"I'd ljke to tell you a story about when I was a college student ... and so 
the story goes like this ... and then d1e story gets interesting because ... 
and the story ended when I ... " 
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Stop makmg such a fuss about "the story" and just tell it! 
Doubdess you've noticed that almost every chapter in this book starts 

with a scory. The chapters don't start with an explanation about d1e story 
that follows, or a hint about where it came from. They don't even start 
with a statement that what folJows is a story. As the reader, you just sud
denly find yourself in a story. And that's ilie way it should be. When you 
find yourself in a situation that requires a story, just start telling it. 

SUMMARY ANO EXERCISE S 

1. Great beginnings. Start your stories with one of the following three devices: 

a. A surprise (see chapter 19). 

b. A mystery (see 1983 discovery journey in chapter 5; building a cathedral 

in chapter 2; three researchers In chapter 20). 

c. A challenge-introduce a relatable character facing a difficult challenge 

(e.g., how not to present to the CEO in chapter 1; canceling your retainer 

in chapter 10). 

2. Writing style. Write the way you speak: 

a. Use short sentences {15 to 17 words per sentence). 

b. Use small words (15 percent or fewer words over two syllables). 

c. Use active voice (15 percent or fewer passive voice sentences). 

d. Get to the verb quickly (place the verb at the beginning of sentences>. 

e. Omit needless words (e.g., Fresh Fish). Most stories should be 250 to 750 

words, or two to four minutes when told orally. 

f. Find the automatic spell-check setting in your e-mail and word-processing 

programs. Turn them on and leave them on. 

g. Find the grammar checker in your word-processing software. Use it on 

every document before you publish it. 

h. Set the grammar checker to automatically run the readability scores (i.e., 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level). In Microsoft Word, click on the pull-down 

menu Tools, then click on the Spelling and Grammar tab, then the Options 

button. Check the boxes in front of both the "Check grammar with 

spelling" line and the "Show readability statistics" line. 

i. Target a reading grade level of 8 to 10. If your document is higher than 

that, rewrite it and check it again. 
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3. Literary devices: 

a. Include dialogue. 

b. Use real names of characters. 

c. Repeat words or phrases (e.g., building a cathedral story in chapter 2; 

three researchers in chapter 20). 

d. Don't announce or apologize in advance of a story. Just tell it. 
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